
Sustainability in tourism

A series of free online workshops
"A sustainable tourism for the future"  

 

Topics:  
What can you learn from this crisis?

 

How to create a healthier and more sustainable company?
 

Why is food so important for our common future?
 

How can you become an ambassador for your region through local and
sustainable products?

 

 

TUI Care Foundation and Futouris invite you to

Invitation

Project executing partners

An initiative of In collaboration with



Timing and Agenda Workshops 2021
 8. Oct. 11:00 CET - Reflecting the new normal

 

This crisis had a profound impact on tourism - we reflect
together why and what we can learn from it - we
understand our own strengths and challenges.

 15. Oct. 11:00 CET  -  A healthy and sustainable company
 

We look at why sustainability is not a concept, but a
business model. We reflect our own advantages and

exchange together about challenges and opportunities.

 22. Oct. 11:00 CET - Authentic and local supply chains
 

 29. Oct 11:00 CET - The importance of food
 

We will look at why food is so important for a sustainable
regional development, our climate, authentic experiences

and the inspiration of our employees. 

 12. Nov 11:00 CET - Walk the talk - How to start?
 

We reflect on what we have learned in this course and
design the first steps for our business. We co-create
authentic and sustainable experiences with a local

supplier or other agents in my local community.

 
We understand the importance of local supply chains to

our business. We will review our suppliers based on
ethical and sustainability criteria.



BenefIts for You 
Learn from this crisis and become a sustainable    
 ambassadors for your region 
Reflect your situation and get hands on tools to
improve
Exchange and walk the first steps together with
other hotels
Get inspiration and input from international and
local experts
Enjoy interactive group work based on practical tools
Receive a course certificate when you take part in all
workshops
Easy access though online e-learning Campus 
Blended learning method: Live sessions, reflection,
small assignments, group workshops, and more
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Free of Charge registration Link
 

(the Course will be conducted in Spanish)

Andreas Koch 
Sustainable Tourism Expert (over 20
years), former Head of TUI Deutschland
Quality and Environmental Management,
Co-Founder Futouris e.V.

Dr. Philipp Schuster  
Sustainable Entrepreneur and Founder of
the Seeds for Sustainability, International
University Teacher, Permaculture
Consultant and Designer. 

Your course moderators are

https://seeds-for-sustainability.com/en/courses/a-
sustainable-tourism-for-a-future/


